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Introduction to the program The program is a librarian for Performances, Patches and Wavesequences from a Korg Wavestation, requires 1 meg of memory and runs in mono only. When a Performance is copied, all relevant Patches and Wavesequences are copied automatically with it. Similarly, when a Patch is copied, all Wavesequence data is also copied. Each Library allows up to 4000 items to be stored, indexed and searched on hard disc. Only 400 Performances and proportionally more Patches and Wavesequences can be stored to a floppy Library because of the limited space on a floppy. The program is compatible with original(version 3), EX, A/D and SR models. Models earlier than version 3 keyboards have a restricted MIDI implementation which is unsuitable for use with a librarian. At least the WAVELIB2.PRG, WAVELIB2.RSC, WAVELIB2.DAT and WAVELIB2.TXT files must all be present in the same folder for the program to run. If the program appears to freeze before the menu appears when you first run it, move the mouse pointer out of the menu bar at the top of the screen and the program will continue on its way. Keyboard shortcuts are available for most menu items and reminders of them are shown in the menus. See Appendix 3 for a full list of shortcuts. Any changes to the program made since the manual was printed will be found in a file named README.1ST on the program disc. For information on installing the program for the first time see Appendix 1. Files supplied with the program and the files produced by the program are listed in Appendix 2. There are many sources of problems when running MIDI programs. A few of them are discussed in Appendix 5, together with suggested solutions.



Installing the program as an Application The program can be installed as an Application to run by: (a) clicking on a .WSA file in which case the .WSA Bank will load into Bank A, or (b) clicking on the WAVELIB2.WSL file in the LIBRARY folder in which case the Performance Library will open.
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The program Instead of repeating the phrase "Performance, Patch and Wavesequence" throughout, the manual refers to Performances when an operation is applicable equally to Performances, Patches and Wavesequences. If there are differences between the way Patches and Wavesequences are handled compared to Performances, then the differences are noted.



The display General When the Library is not open, the program window displays the names of Performances from two banks of Wavestation data and uses GEM throughout. Above the large box containing the Perfor-



mance names is a title line indicating the name of the bank or the Library. To the left of the name of a bank is a small box whose contents depend on whether the bank was transferred via MIDI or not. If it was not transferred over MIDI the box contains a "-". If it was, the box contains the RAM bank number (i.e. 1,2 or 3) or "C" for the card bank. The names of any Patches that are not used in a Performance, and the names of any unused Wavesequences are displayed in bold type. When the Library is open, an additional two boxes and a slider allow control over the Performances displayed in the Library box: a full explanation of the Library display is given in the Library section below. The title bar of the program window keeps you informed about what you can do next during any operation.
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The Mode/Info menu Use this menu to select whether Performances, Patches or Wavesequences are displayed. Patches and Wavesequences that are not used in any Performance or Patch are shown in bold type. The View/Print Info item is selected to gain information about a Performance. Once you have selected this item click on a Performance. Click once again to exit. The information displayed about a Performance, Patch or Wavesequence can be obtained by right clicking on the name of the Performance, Patch or wavesequence. IMPORTANT >>>> If a printer is on-line the information about a Performance, Patch or Wavesequence is sent to the printer as well as being displayed on screen. Also in the Mode/Info menu are the Print Bank A, Print Bank B and Select Printer items. The Print Bank A/B items list the names of Performances, Patches and Wavesequences in a bank. The Set Printer item displays a dialog box that allows you to select between HP Deskjet/Laserjet, IBM dot matrix or Epson dot matrix printer. When trying to print for the first time after running the program, the Select Printer dialog appears automatically for you to choose the most appropriate printer type. Use the Save Configuration item in the File menu (with your program disc in its drive if using floppies) after selecting the printer and the type of printer will be remembered next time you run the program. Performance information includes minimum polyphony data for the Performance as a whole and for each of the Patches and Wavesequences that make up the Performance. The polyphony calculation takes into account zoning if the Patches. Patch information includes polyphony data for the Patch and its Wavesequences and also a list of Performances using the Patch. Wavesequence information includes Wavesequence polyphony and lists of the Patches and Performances that use the Wavesequence. A Wavesequence use two notes of polyphony when crossfade is used. The source of Patches in a Performance is displayed in four parts: the source bank, the source Patch number (0-34), the Patch name, and (in brackets) the number of notes of polyphony used by the Patch. The source bank can be ROM (ROM4 to ROM11 for the SR) or RAM. In the unlikely event that the source bank of a RAM Patch is not the same as that of the Performance, the Patch is merely displayed as "External RAM Patch" and its polyphony is deemed to be zero. The source of Wavesequences in a Patch is displayed in the same way as the source of Patches. PCM ROM waves are displayed as "ROM wave xxx" where xxx is the number of the wave. Finally, you can rename a Performance by selecting the Rename item and clicking on the Performance you wish to rename



Quitting Quit the program by selecting the Quit item in the File menu, by pressing [Alternate]-Q or by clicking on the small close box to the left of the title at the top of the program window.
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MIDI Operations If a Wavestation is not connected to the ST via MIDI IN and MIDI OUT ports when you try to use MIDI, a dialog warns you that the program can't find the Wavestation. If you want to access the Wavestation, connect both MIDI leads and click on Retry, otherwise click on Cancel. The program automatically senses the Wavestation model and its MIDI channel. Remember to switch copy protection OFF at the Global page of the Wavestation before you attempt to dump to a RAM or CARD Bank. If you are dumping to CARD, remember also to switch off memory protection on the card. If memory protection is ON, any Bank dump from the program is ignored and a message appears in the Wavestation display. To use the Performance and Patch audition features, set the Wavestation "Parameters" item (in the MIDI set-up page of an AD) to "RECOGNIZE" or "RECOGNIZE & TRANSMIT".



The MIDI menu Use the Get and Send Bank items to get and send a whole Bank of data at a time. Be careful: Getting and Sending irretrievably overwrite the destination Bank. Performance Send sends a Performance to Performance 0 of RAM2, together with any associated Patches and, if necessary, a Bank of Wavesequences to the Wavestation. The SR cannot handle Patch writing, except from the front panel, so this item is not available for SR users. IMPORTANT – make sure that the Wavestation is on the PERFORMANCE SELECT page before using this item, otherwise some versions of Wavestation may not store the data correctly. If you have precious data in RAM2, save RAM2 to disc first using Get Bank then Save Bank. After selecting Performance Send, any Performance name under the mouse is darkened; click on a Performance to send it. A Patch is sent using the same procedure. It is not possible to send a single Wavesequence because of limitations to the Wavestation's MIDI implementation. Mouse Play allows you to play the Performance currently selected in the Wavestation, whether the program is in Performance mode or not. During Mouse Play, left click on the mouse within the bounds of the WAVELIB2 window and a note sounds. Release the mouse button and the note stops. The velocity and pitch of the note depend on the position of the mouse when you click. The higher on screen, the louder the note (if the Performance responds to velocity). The further right, the higher the pitch. Right click to exit from Mouse Play. If you press the right mouse button while holding down the left button, the height of the mouse on the screen continuously determines the amount of mod wheel controller applied to the note as the mouse moves. Release the right button while still holding the left button and mod wheel controller is no longer applied to the sound. The Play from Bank item asks you to select a Performance or Patch from a bank in ST memory and if the bank corresponds to a bank in the Wavestation, you can play the selected Performance or Patch with the mouse without the program having to send all the relevant Performance or Patch data to the Wavestation. If you are editing data in the Wavestation, save it before using this item, because the Wavestation edit buffers will be overwritten. However, any data stored in the Wavestation RAM banks is safe. You will know when a bank in the ST corresponds to a bank in the Wavestation, because the small box to the left of the bank name will show 1,2,3, or C to denote its correspondence with the RAM1,2,3 or the CARD bank of the Wavestation. If the Wavestation is on its default Performance select page, the name of the Performance being auditioned is displayed. In Patch mode, the name of the Patch is displayed with the last two characters of the name replaced by "*P". This item is disabled
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Wavelib 2.28 in Wavesequence mode, because of limitations in the Wavestation's MIDI implementation. The MIDI Thru item is as expected; anything appearing at the ST MIDI in is sent to the MIDI out. Press any key on the Atari keyboard to exit MIDI thru.



Dumps The Dumps item brings up the Dumps dialog for sending (Disc>WS button) and receiving (WS>Disc button) System Exclusive dumps from the Wavestation not catered for elsewhere by the program. Just select a dump and click on a button.



Support for a MIDI Modem attached to the ST serial port In the MIDI menu, the last item now indicates the port to which MIDI output is directed. Click on the item to toggle it between "Output to MIDI" and "Output to MODEM". Output to MIDI sends any MIDI output through the ST's MIDI ports. Output to MODEM uses a MIDImodem attached to the ST's serial port. The item also acts as a reminder of the current output port whenever you access the MIDI menu.



Disc Operations The program uses the standard Atari file selector. Loading and Saving Banks is as expected. Save overwrites a .WSA (bank data) file on disc with data from the bank in ST memory using the same name as the original file, usually without using the file selector. Save As ... always uses the file selector. Load always uses the file selector. To Save a Performance, select the Save Performance item in the File menu, move the mouse until the Performance you wish to save is darkened, and then left click to be presented with the file selector. To load a Performance, select the Load Performance item in the File menu and use the file selector to select a Performance to load. Move the mouse until the target Performance is darkened and then left click. When Saving Banks and Performances, there is no need to type in the file extender: this is done automatically by the program. The save a configuration file (see page 15 for the file's content, select Save Configuration. Delete File... allows you to delete any file on your Atari's floppy or hard disc using the standard Atari file selector. Format Disc. allows you to format a floppy disc.
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Copying/Swapping and Initialising Performances [ Both Banks A and B should be displayed if you want to copy between Banks with the Library open see the Library section below for Library operations. ] After transferring a bank via MIDI or to and from disc, the program will attempt to keep you informed of any changes that you make so that you are aware that the bank is not the same as the one that was transferred. To denote a change to a Performance in a bank loaded from or saved to disc, a small dagger mark appears to the left of the Performance name. A mark in the form of a small circle appears if the change is made to a Performance transferred via MIDI. Marks are removed as appropriate when you load, save or transfer data.



Copying/Swapping Once you have loaded a Bank into memory, left click on the name of a source Performance and the source Performance darkens. Move the mouse until the destination Performance is darkened, then left click again, or, to abort, move the mouse pointer off the Banks (so that no Performance name is darkened under the mouse) and left click. If the Performances are both in the same Bank, they will be swapped. If they are in different Banks, the source Performance is copied to and overwrites the destination Performance. When you are copying, the destination Bank should be a Bank that was initialised using the program. Automatic Patch and Wavesequence copying features built into the program rely on proper initialisation to work fully. Initialised Performances and Patches generated by the Wavestation are slightly different and unsuitable for automated copying. None of the swapping or copying operations is transmitted over MIDI, because the Wavestation cannot handle individual Wavesequence dumps. The Performance Send item has to corrupt RAM2 to work (if necessary sending a whole Bank of wavesequence data), but this is impracticable when assembling Banks.



Initialising The Initialise menu allows you to initialise any one Performance or either Bank in ST memory. After you select the Performance item, move the mouse until the Performance to be initialised is darkened, then left click. Click off the Banks (i.e. with no Performance darkened) to abort. In Performance mode, a dialog appears for you to choose whether to initialise the Performance with its Patches and Wavesequences, the Performance and its Patches, or just the Performance. In Patch mode a dialog allows you to initialise a Patch and its Wavesequences or just the Patch. After selecting the Bank A or Bank B item, a dialog box will appear. Select OK to proceed or Cancel to abort.



Automatic Copy/Initialise features This feature keeps track of all the Patches and Wavesequences copied out of one Bank into the other and will not duplicate any data unnecessarily. In other words, when you copy a Performance that uses any previously copied Patches, the Patches will not be duplicated in the destination Bank. The same
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Wavelib 2.28 applies to Wavesequences. When you first run the program and every time that you Load a Bank from disc or Get a Bank from the Wavestation, the automatic copying feature is reset, and will start afresh to keep track only of Patches and Wavesequences which are copied after the Loading or Getting operation. When initialising a Performance in a Bank and you ask for any associated Patches and Wavesequences to be deleted with it, they are deleted providing they are not used in any other Performance in the same Bank. Similarly, initialising a Patch will not initialise Wavesequences used in any other Patch.



Limits of automatic copying The program will only copy a Performance if its Patches and Wavesequences belong to the same Wavestation Bank as the Performance or to the ROM Bank (or any SR ROM Bank). Almost all Performances in third-party cards seem to conform to this restriction, since Korg recommend it. The RAM3 Bank in the EX, A/D and SR models also conforms. One notable exceptions to Banks which conform are those provided by Korg in RAM1 and RAM2 of the Wavestation! Each one of these Banks uses almost all the Patches from both of the RAM1 and RAM2 Banks, and the program cannot handle them. The supplied Library contains all of the Performances from RAM1 and RAM2 in a form compatible with the program. Error message dialogs will warn you of any problems. If you load a Performance from disc or the Library, the program has no way of knowing if data in it is already present in the Bank and therefore will copy all the associated Patch and Wavesequence data come what may.
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Using the Library Library - General Three Libraries can be opened, one each for Performances, Patches and Wavesequences. Use the Open Library item in the Library menu to set the ball rolling. Any references to Performances when describing Library operations apply equally to Patches and Wavesequences - any exceptions are noted. If you have previously opened a Library and saved a configuration file, the program finds the Library files and load the Library automatically. Floppy users should have the appropriate Library disc is in its drive before using the Library. If the program cannot find a Library, a dialog appears with options Create, Find or Cancel. If you have not created or a Library before, select the Create option and select a path for the Library. If a Library already exists, use the Find option to locate and select the Library's folder. The folder is named LIBRARY for Performances, PLIBRARY for Patches and WLIBRARY for Wavesequences. After first opening a Library, save a configuration file using the Save Configuration item in the File menu, and the program remembers the Library's location. The floppy users should put the program disc in its drive when saving a configuration.



Library - Display When you open a Library, two boxes and a slider appear on the screen, and Bank B is replaced on screen by the Library (Bank B remains unharmed in memory). Page 1 illustrates the main display of the program with a library open. The Display box at the right of the screen allows you to display and use any two of Bank A, Bank B and the Library. For example, click on the LIB+B part of the Display box to display and use the Library and Bank B. Keyboard shortcuts Alt-F5, Alt-F6, alt-F7 are provided as an alternative to clicking on the box to change the display. The Lib View box near the centre of the screen allows you to view all the Performances in the Library or just those Selected by a search. Click on either ALL or SELECTED, or use the Alt-F8 and Alt-F9 keyboard shortcuts. The currently selected option of each box is darkened. Click above or below the slider handle to move the Library Performance display ten Performances alphabetically higher or lower. Drag the slider to change the display according to the final position of the slider. Click on the top or bottom arrow to view one Performance alphabetically higher or lower.



Library - Viewing and changing a Performance's Index Use the View Index item from the Library menu and select a Performance by left clicking on the Performance name. You are presented with the Index screen which displays the current Index for the Performance. Selected keywords are darkened. Click on a keyword to toggle it between selected and
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Wavelib 2.28 deselected. Click on Initialise to deselect all keywords. Click on OK to exit and save the new Index or on Cancel to exit without change.



Library - Copying Performances Copy Performances between the Library and a Bank in the same way as you would copy a Performance between Banks. When copying to the Library, the raw Performance is stored to disc, and then you are presented with the Indexing screen to store an Index with the Performance in the Library. Use the index screen to provide an index for the stored Performance. The index screen works as explained in the previous section except that clicking on Cancel exits and saves an initialised index.



Library - Deleting Performances Use the Performance item of the Initialise menu in the same way as when initialising a Performance in a Bank.



Library - Copy a Bank to the Library Select Bank A to Library or Bank B to Library from the Library menu to copy all the Performances in the selected Bank to the Library. Before using this option, make sure that you have enough disc space left. A typical Performance Bank will add about 50k to 55k to the size of the Library. Patch and Wavesequence banks add proportionately less to the size of the Library. The copying is fully automatic. With floppies, it can take more than 5 minutes: with a hard disc about a minute. No index is added to any of the copied Performances. If you add a Bank of Performances to a Library containing Performances that have all been Indexed, it is easy to add an index to the copied Performances. Just use Search(match) from the Search menu, selecting no keywords. Then add an index to each of the resulting selected Performances (which should correspond to those of the copied Bank) by using View Perf Index. See elsewhere for details of searching and indexing.



Library - Copy Performances in bulk to a Bank The Library to Bank A and Library to Bank B items first initialise a Bank and then copy as many Performances from the Library to the Bank as possible. The first Performance to be copied is always the one at the top left of the Library display. Further Performances are then copied in the order displayed on screen. The Add Lib to Bank A and Add Lib to Bank B items do not initialise the Bank, but merely copy Performances from the Library by overwriting any initialised Performances in the Bank. For these items to work properly, it is important that the initialised Performances were created by the program. Only initialised Patches and Wavesequences that are unused will be overwritten.



Library - Update Library Entry Once you have stored a Performance in the Library, you may well edit the Performance using the Wavestation and wish to replace the Performance data in the Library with the data from the edited Performance. Get the Bank containing the edited Performance from the Wavestation into ST memory and make sure that the old Performance is visible in the Library window. Then select the Update Lib Entry item and click on the Performance in the Library that is to be updated. The program searches firstly
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Wavelib 2.28 Bank A, then Bank B, to find a Performance with the same name as the selected Library Performance. The data in the Library is then updated with the data from the Performance in the Bank, while the Index for the Performance remains untouched.



Closing the Library Select the Close Library item from the Library menu. If you have deleted any Performances from the Library, use the Save Library item first: this is necessary because there is no way to shorten a file's length without re-saving it: shortening a long Library file would take an unnecessarily long time with a floppy based Library if it were done each time a deletion was made.
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Searching the Library Search in general Most of the items under the Search menu have two variants, namely (match) and (any one). With the (match) variants, a search will generate a hit (i.e. select a Performance) when the Index of the Performance contains all of the keywords in your search Index. With the (any one) variants, a hit is generated when the index of a Performance contains any one of the keywords in your search Index.



Search using the Search items If the SELECTED option is highlighted in the Lib View box (i.e. Performances selected from a previous search are displayed), search is restricted to the Selected Performances, otherwise all Performances are searched. When you select a Search item, the Indexing screen appears for you to select up to eight keywords. Keywords used in any previous search will still initially be selected. The keyword under the mouse pointer darkens as you move the mouse round. Click on a keyword to toggle it between selected (darkened even when the mouse is off the keyword) and deselected. You can clear an existing set of selected keywords by clicking on the Initialise box. If you click on the Cancel box, the search is aborted. If you click on the OK box, the program searches through the Library and selects all the Performances according to your search Index. The search result replaces any previous search result.



Search using the Add to Search items Whether ALL or SELECTED is highlighted in the View Lib box, search is carried out on all the records in the Library. The Indexing screen appears for you to select keywords in the same way as with the Search items. The Performances found with this option are added to those found in the existing search.



Search using the Remove items With the SELECTED option highlighted in the Lib View box (so that only Performances selected from a previous search are displayed), removal will be restricted to the Selected Performances, otherwise removal begins with all Performances selected. When you select one of the Remove items, the Indexing screen appears for you to select keywords in the same way as with the Search items. After you click on OK, the program searches through the Library and removes (i.e. deselects) Performances according to the Index that you selected. The result replaces any previous search result. If you select Cancel at the Index screen, removal is aborted.



Search - Invert Search All non-selected Performances are selected. All selected Performances are deselected.



Search - Examples of Search Strategy 1. You wish to search for bright pads and bright strings. Select ALL from the Lib View box, and use Search(match) and the keyword bright. Then, choose SELECTED in the Lib View box and use
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Wavelib 2.28 Search(any one) to search for Performances having the string(bow) and pad keywords. 2. You wish to search for strings that are not bright. Again, select ALL in the Lib View box. Use Search(match) and the keyword string(bow). Then, choose SELECTED in the Lib View box and use Remove(match) with the keyword bright. 3. You wish to eliminate layered and split sounds from your search. Choose ALL in the Lib View box and use Remove(any one) with the keywords layer, key split, and vel split. You can then choose SELECTED in the Lib View box to carry out further search using Search(match) or Search(any one).
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Keyword text files Keywords for Performances are contained in the ASCII file WAVELIB2.TXT. This file can be edited with a word processor, provided that you end up with plain ASCII text, with 150 keywords and with each line of text containing one keyword not more that 11 characters long. The Index uses only the position of a keyword in the text list when storing keywords with a Performance in the Library, so if you have used any keywords before editing the keyword file, make sure that the ones you have used remain on the same line of the WAVELIB2.TXT text. The user keywords in particular can be overwritten with your own pet keywords. When the program first loads, it also looks for files called WAVELIBP.TXT and WAVELIBW.TXT, which provide separate keywords for the Patch and Wavesequence Libraries respectively, and which have the same general format as the WAVELIB2.TXT file. The Patch and Wavesequence keywords default to the Performance keywords if either file is not present in the program folder when the program is run.



Configuration file Once you have transferred a Bank or single Performance between the ST memory and disc, the program remembers the path that you used. Similarly, the program remembers the path chosen for a Library once it is opened. These paths are saved to the program disc as WAVELIB2.CFG using the Save Configuration item in the File menu. The paths are loaded automatically when the program runs. The configuration file also notes the model of Wavestation in use. If you change models, Get a bank from the new Wavestation and resave the configuration file.
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WAVE_ACC accessories WAVE_ACC.ACC WAVE_ACC.ACC deals with non-sound data System Exclusive dumps can be used in ST high or medium resolution and takes 65k of memory. Either the WAVEACC.RSC (high res) or WAVEACCM.RSC (med res) resource file has to be in the same folder as WAVE_ACC.ACC otherwise the accessory will not run. To use the accessory, select the dump you require by clicking on one of the four boxes labelled: Patch Map for the Performance program change remap tables, Multis for (surprise) Multis, Scales for the alternative tunings, and Global for System global data. Click on WS=>Disc to receive data from the Wavestation. As soon as the data is safely in memory, the standard Atari file selector appears. Type in a name for the dump: there is no need to type in a file extender since the program adds an extender appropriate to the dump automatically. Click on Disc=>WS and the file selector appears: it prompts you with the appropriate file extender (a different one for each type of dump). As soon as data is loaded into memory it is transmitted to the Wavestation. Click on Save Config after Saving data and a file called WAVE_ACC.CFG is created in the same path that contains the accessory. The file contains a copy of the path to which data was saved and is loaded automatically when the accessory is run if it is present in same path as the accessory. Click on Quit or the close box at the top left corner of the accessory window to quit.



WAVEACC2.ACC WAVEACC2.ACC works in the same way as WAVE_ACC.ACC, but additionally allows transfer of RAM bank data between the ST and the Wavestation using WAVELIB2-compatible .WSA files. The resource file WAVEACC2.RSC must be in the same folder as WAVEACC2.ACC otherwise the accessory will not run. WAVEACC2.ACC takes 90k of memory. With the bank dumps the accessory does the equivalent of the Wavestation MOVE BANK function.



General WAVE_ACC.ACC is designed to complement the WAVELIB2 program, whereas WAVEACC2.ACC is meant to be used as a means of accessing any data in Wavestation RAM within any program that supports desk accessories, such as Cubase.
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Appendix 1 Program installation General The program requires at least 1 meg of memory. A screen accelerator such as Warp 9 is a great advantage (as it is with most programs).



Start-up using floppy discs Format five floppy discs. Copy the files WAVELIB2.PRG, WAVELIB2.RSC, WAVELIB2.DAT and any ".TXT" file onto one of them (WAVELIB2.TXT is essential and must be present; WAVELIBP.TXT and WAVELIBW.TXT are optional). All the files have to be in one folder. Use the second, third and fourth discs for each of the Libraries generated by the program and the fifth for storing .WSA and single item data files. A single floppy Library can hold about 400 Performances, depending on their individual sizes. More Patches and Wavesequences can be stored on a single floppy because of the smaller file sizes involved. Copy the LIBRARY folder to your Performance Library disc. (Because of the number of files and folders involved, it is quicker to use a disc copier such as FASTCOPY III to copy the supplied program disc and then erase all the files on the copy apart from the LIBRARY folder and its contents). Run the program and select the Open Library item from the Library menu. At the resulting dialog select the Find option and use the file selector to find and select the LIBRARY folder. Put the disc containing WAVELIB2.PRG in the drive that you ran it from and use the Save Configuration item from the file menu to save a configuration file. The Performance Library will then load without having to be found first, providing that the Performance Library disc is in its drive when you open the Library. See the section on using the Library above for details of opening the Patch and Wavesequence Libraries for the first time, or opening the Performance Library when you are not using the supplied starter Library. When you are using a Library, the disc containing the appropriate Library data must be present in its drive.



Start-up using a hard drive (recommended) Copy the files WAVELIB2.PRG, WAVELIB2.RSC, WAVELIB2.DAT and any ".TXT" file into one folder (WAVELIB2.TXT is essential and must be present; WAVELIBP.TXT and WAVELIBW.TXT are optional). Copy the LIBRARY folder into your data folder. Run the program and select the Open Library item in the Library menu. At the resulting dialog, select the Find option and use the file selector to find and select the LIBRARY folder. The Performance Library will then load. Use the Save Configuration item to save a configuration file. The Library will then load without having to be found first. See the section on using the Library above for details of opening the Patch and Wavesequence Libraries for the first time, or opening the Performance Library when you are not using the supplied starter Library.
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Appendix 2 Files supplied with the program WAVELIB2.PRG The program for high resolution only WAVELIB2.RSC The resource file for WAVELIB2.PRG WAVELIB2.TXT A file for the Index screen, which contains all the Index keywords for Performance and Patch indexing WAVELIBW.TXT A file for the Index screen, which contains all the Index keywords for Wavesequence indexing WAVELIB2.DAT A file containing data essential to the program WAVELIB2.VER The exact version of the program LIBRARY A starter Performance Library containing all the data from the RAM1 and RAM2 banks of the Wavestation - indexed and ready to use. DEFAULTS Default Wavestation sound data WHICH_WS A program to identify the version of your Wavestation. WAVE_ACC An accessory allowing bulk dump Wavestation RAM data that the WAVELIB2 program cannot handle. WAVEACC2 An accessory allowing any bulk dump of Wavestation RAM data.



Files generated by the program *.WSA All the Performance, Patch and Wavesequence data from one Bank of the Wavestation. *.WPF A single Performance, together with any associated Patch and Wavesequence data. *.WPP A single Patch, together with any associated Wavesequence and data. *.WPW A single Wavesequence. WAVELIB2.WSL A file tying all the Library Performances together and located within the LIBRARY folder with the Library's Performance data. WAVELIB2.WPL A file tying all the Library Patches together and located within the PLIBRARY folder with the Library's Patch data. WAVELIB2.WWL A file tying all the Library Wavesequences together and located within the WLIBRARY folder with the Library's Wavesequence data. WAVELIB2.CFG A configuration file. See the "Configuration file" section above for details of the generation and use of this file.
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Appendix 3 Keyboard shortcuts Press the [Alternate] key or the [Control] key and another key. Where a shortcut may be applied to Bank A or Bank B of the program, the [Alternate] key is used for Bank A and the [Control] key for Bank B. Similarly, for the Any One search options [Alternate] is used, and [Control] is used for the Match options. Shortcuts affecting what is displayed on screen generally use the [Alternate]-Function keys. Any menu item with a shortcut is accompanied by an indication of the shortcut. In the menus, the [Alternate] key is represented by a diamond icon and the [Control] key is represented by a "^" symbol. The following is a list of shortcuts:



File menu



Library display functions



Alt-L Ctrl-L Alt-S Ctrl-S Alt-A Ctrl-A Alt-Q



Alt-F5 Alt-F6 Alt-F7 Alt-F8 Alt-F9



Load Bank A Load Bank B Save Bank A Save Bank B Save Bank A As Save Bank B As Quit



Mode/Info menu Alt-F1 Alt-F2 Alt-F3 Alt-F4



Performance mode Patch mode Wavesequence mode Display Information



Library Menu Alt-O Alt-C Alt-Y Alt-K Ctrl-K Alt-J Ctrl-J Alt-H Ctrl-H Alt-U Alt-V



Open Library Close Library Save Library Bank A to Library Bank B to Library Library to Bank A Library to Bank B Add Library to Bank A Add Library to Bank B Update Lib Entry View Index



Display Bank A and Library Display Library and Bank B Display Bank A and Bank B Display ALL Performances Display SELECTED Performances



Search Menu Alt-E Ctrl-E Alt-D Ctrl-D Alt-R Ctrl-R Alt-T



Search(any one) Search(match) Add(any one) Add(match) Remove(any one) Remove(match) Invert Search



Initialise Menu Alt-I Ctrl-I Alt-X



Initialise Bank A Initialise Bank B Initialise Performance



MIDI Menu Alt-G Ctrl-G Alt-N Ctrl-N Alt-F Alt-Z Alt-M Alt-P
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Appendix 4 Compatibility between different versions of the Wavestation SR compatibility with other models As long as an SR Performance only contains references to ROM11, RAM1 or RAM2 there are no problems, because the SR's ROM11 is the same as the ROM Bank in the other models. RAM3 causes problems as detailed below with the non-EX Keyboards. If the SR Performance contains references to ROM4-10 there are problems because the other models interpret these references wrongly. The following clarifies(?) how the EX, A/D and non-EX Keyboards should interpret SR data in Performances and Patches. SR RAM1 RAM2 RAM3 ROM4 ROM5 ROM6 ROM7 ROM8 ROM9 ROM10 ROM11 CARD



AD RAM1 RAM2 RAM3 RAM3 RAM3 RAM3 RAM1 RAM2 ROM CARD ROM CARD



Keyboard RAM1 RAM2 ROM RAM1 RAM2 CARD RAM1 RAM2 ROM CARD ROM CARD



In Multi data, SR ROM references are changed so that they refer to the ROM Bank when transferred from an SR to the other models, with the result that all of the other models interpret ROM4-10 Bank references wrongly.



Compatibility - Models other than the SR As far as compatibility is concerned there are three types of Wavestation keyboard, all of which differ from the A/D. a. The EX keyboard, i.e. the one with the EX expansion fitted, b. The 3.0 keyboard with version 3.0 or higher software, c. The Original keyboard, software version earlier than 3.0. The EX keyboard produces much the same files as the A/D and is almost completely compatible. Any data relating to features unique to the EX is stored by the A/D but is ignored. Conversely, data relating only to the A/D is stored, but ignored, by the EX. All the data is dumped intact. So, if you transmit A/D data to an EX, and then re-transmit the data from the EX, the data will still contain the bits and bobs unique to the A/D. References to the A/D analogue inputs are noted in the EX display, but sonically ignored. Enhanced A/D distortion effects parameters are not displayed by the EX, but have an effect!! A couple of new A/D effects are noted in the EX display as being A/D, but are ignored. In all other respects the EX and A/D are compatible. Original and 3.0 keyboards contain fewer waveforms in ROM and do not have an internal RAM3 Bank. The ramifications of this to sound data are discussed in the following paragraphs.
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Compatibility - RAM3 and Original or 3.0 keyboards A reference to the A/D's additional RAM3 Bank is interpreted as a reference to the ROM Bank. For example, a reference to a Patch from RAM3 in a Performance is interpreted as a reference to the corresponding ROM Patch which probably sounds different.



Compatibility - fewer PCM waves in Original or 3.0 keyboards In 3.0 keyboards, the name of an unsupported PCM wave will be displayed as NO EXP, accompanied by its original number and it will not sound, whether in a Patch or a Wavesequence. With Original keyboards, there is chaos: any unsupported waveform is changed to 396 Pulse 31. The result should be interesting, since few of the unsupported waveforms sound remotely like a pulse. Any references to unsupported waveforms in Wavesequences will refer to the number of the original wave minus 365 and will be transposed six octaves up (keep your pet bat safely out of earshot).
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Appendix 5 Possible problems and how to avoid them The BUTTNFIX desk accessory prevents certain GEM problems, but also causes others. The program should preferably be used without the BUTTNFIX accessory, since the program code prevents the problems solved by BUTTNFIX. If you have to use the accessory, you may find that clicking on the mouse has no effect especially when copying, when using the Library buttons or when using the buttons on the index screen. Just keep the mouse button depressed for longer than usual for a click to register. Some German programs also have this affect, notably the Magic desktop. The program uses custom MIDI receive routines to overcome most of the problems with the tardiness in the standard Atari routines. Still, mouse activity seems to take precedence over MIDI activity in the Atari scheme of things. So take care to avoid moving the mouse when data is flowing into the ST from the Wavestation. In 99 cases out of 100, a little mouse movement has no effect, but every now and then it can cause MIDI data corruption. Earlier Wavestations (speaking from experience of WSAD v1.18) are delicate beasties which very rarely either give an uncalled for checksum error on receiving data. If you get a checksum error, press the "CONT" button on the Wavestation and resend the data. You may have to switch the WS off and on again if it persists. Very occasionally the Wavestation send incorrect data for no apparent reason, producing an error. In the some cases, the WS waits for a minute or two in mid dump and then continues: the program naturally sees this as an error. It is therefore worth waiting to see if the program recovers. If it does, you may well end up with a bank display full of rubbish. Send for the bank again and it should be received OK the second time. If the Wavestation finishes a dump and the program doesn't respond (very unlikely), then send some more MIDI data: once again you will end up with a bank full of rubbish and can send for the data again. If the program continues to fail to respond, then you have to reboot while watching the blue moon overhead! If you have dump problems with your Wavestation, you should update its ROM. I installed version 1.25 to replace 1.18 in my A/D and the MIDI dump problems disappeared.
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Appendix 6 The Boring bit Because a few enthusiasts enjoy using the British legal system to the full, it is necessary to include this disclaimer. Use the program entirely at your own risk. F J Fee will not be responsible for any damage or loss incurred by using the program. Having said that, you can be assured the program has been thoroughly tested, will work as explained above and will not (cannot) cause any physical damage to your ST, MIDI devices or health. If you find that the disc is faulty or your copy of the program does not run properly, do not hesitate to return the disc with a rude letter demanding to know why! A working disc will be sent - by return - if possible. I can no longer keep the above promise of service. The ST has died and I probably couldn’t remember how to set up the assembler program anyway!



F J Fee 16 Fields Park Avenue Newport South Wales NP20 5BG



© 1994, 1995, 1996, 2000, 2001
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